
  

TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY | All rates and tour information/itineraries are based on availability and operation conditions at the time or 

printing and are subject to change. PASSPORT AND VISAS | Kindly take note that it is the responsibility of every traveler to check and ensure that 

they have the relevant visa to enter a country, passport validity of 6 months and with at least 5 blank visa pages. It is the traveler’s responsibility to 

obtain and provide all necessary travel documents.   
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INCLUDE 
 Pick up and drop off from hotel in 

Taipei city centre hotels.  

 Guide/Transport 

 Tickets 
 

EXCLUDE 
 Personal expenses 

 Travel insurance 

 Visa (if required) 

 Peak season surcharge 
 

REMARKS 
 Tour and rates are subject to 

change without notice. 

 Weekend/Peak season 

surcharges applicable. (Upon 

booking) 
 
 

     

JIUFEN VILLAGE AND NORTHEAST COAST TOUR 
MINIMUM 02 PAX TO GO                      VALIDITY: 30 JUN 2020 

PACKAGE RATE PER PERSON IN BND FROM        

TOUR ADULT CHILD DURATION STARTING POINT/TIME 

Tour (English) 
79 69 4 Hours 13:30 - 17:30 

Tour (Mandarin) 

REMARKS: Child – 11 years and below 

  

Tour Overview: 
 

Northern Taiwan is an area of immense beauty, where both Mother Nature and 

mankind have been to work and created a playground of the senses. This afternoon 

tour takes in three of the best attractions: the stunning rock formations of Nanya, 

the former gold rush village of Jiufen and the dramatic Bitou Cape Park. 

Head for the jagged rock formations and eroded coral shoreline of Nanya are one of 

Taiwan’s most popular attractions. The entire coastline is a veritable sculpture 

garden that illustrates, in stone, the incomparable artistry of wind and wave action. 

Continue to Jiufen, which when gold was struck in 1890 was an isolated hamlet of 

nine families. Wander through the hilly alleys of Japanese colonial architecture, 

admire the prosperous old streets, buildings and tea houses, which evoke this 

golden past. Savour a tea or try the local speciality yam dish. At Bitou Cape Park 

admire the sea-eroded the mushroom-shaped rocks, honeycomb rock, tofu rock 

and marine fossils, all of which combine to create a geological wonderland. A 

pathway leads on to the cape proper, giving access to splendid views of sea and sky, 

and to the lighthouse. 

 

Note:  
Tour Voucher: Bring the voucher to enjoy the activity. 

Pick up and drop off: Hotels in Taipei City Centre hotels 
 

All pick-ups and drop-offs are made at selected hotels within the city centre only. A 

surcharge will be imposed for pick-up and drop-off from outskirt hotels (this surcharge 

will be advised at the time of enquiry/booking) 

 


